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Potts model for exaggeration of a simple rumor transmitted by recreant rumormongers
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A simple rumor transmitted by recreant rumormongers is considered quantitatively. The simple message
contained in the rumor is represented by a simple proposition that has been universally quantified. The
operations to change the proposition by rumormongers are established. To describe the rumor’s transmission
along different channels mathematically, a spin chain is introduced, in which spins represent the operations.
The addition of spins is established according to the laws of operations. The result of a rumor’s transmission
is given by the chain’s spin sum. The model, which is favorable for a social prognostication, can determine
quantitatively how the social guide and the competition among various opinions affect the exaggeration of the
simple rumor transmitted by recreant rumormongers. It proves that the rumor forms Potts-like spin chains in
the case with maximum information entropy. The approximate calculation shows that the rumor may be
aggrandized little or aggrandized normally, even sometimes catastrophically. Moreover, the exaggeration is
greater when the guide is larger and the competition is lower.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present, phenomena in complex systems are the fo
of much attention, with social collective behaviors being
pecially interesting. One elementary form of the collecti
behaviors@1–4#, is rumor, an unverified story spread fro
one person to another according to its definition@2#. Many
interesting characteristics about it emerge during the co
of the transmission of the story. One remarkable one is
uncertainty of the message; that is, the message is ofte
vised continuously by rumormongers. The rumor’s exagge
tion is also one of these revisions, and could be descri
quantitatively. Moreover, because an involuntary rumor m
probably lead to a political or economic crisis, a quantitat
description of a rumor has practical significance.

Up to now, all descriptions of a rumor have been pheno
enological@1–4#. As a kind of social processes, a rumor
quantitative description may be provided by the mathem
cal sociology, which is a subfield of modeling social pr
cesses and social structures in sociology@5–8#. Generally,
there are multitudinous variables in each mathemat
model of social processes, which are characterized by i
viduals and social groups. Mathematical sociology app
itself to studying the causal relation among these variab
and most of its models describe social processes as stoch
processes conventionally@9–12#. However, there are over
full indefinite parameters in each stochastic process like t
and the degree of difficulty has been increased greatly. T
we prefer to regard rumor as a complex phenomenon in
ciety and to study it by applying successful methods in ph
ics. In fact, there are many examples of modeling social p
cess physically@13–16#. Usually, a complex system contain
three strata the physical, biological, and social@17,18#. Due
to its objectivity, a description of complex phenomena
physical systems becomes more quantitative. On the o
hand, with the influence that arises due to the subjec
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motivation of social individuals, phenomena in social st
tum are more protean. Therefore, this requires that one ad
every physical result properly when study social phenome
and that one pay attention to the difference between phys
and social phenomena.

From the view popularized in sociology, it is clearly a
serted that collective behaviors originate from the motivat
and interaction of individuals@1#. Being a kind of whole
social behavior, collective behavior’s corresponding mic
scopic behavior is individual behavior, and global social b
havior is usually determined by microscopic behavior. W
should note that collective behavior is similar to macrosco
behavior in a physical system, and, correspondingly, the
cial motivation and interaction of individuals are similar
the microscopic motion. Consequently, if provided with
quantitative description, we can determine the relation
tween these variables by introducing relational variables
describe the rumor’s macroscopic and microscopic prop
ties.

Sociologists have explained a rumor’s main characte
tics phenomenally@1–3#. In order to carry out our discus
sion, a few relevant characteristics of a rumor are listed
follows.

A rumor’s intensity is high when the public is intereste
in an event with great ambiguity@4#. Each person distorts hi
or her account by dropping some items and adding his or
own interpretations when a rumor is relayed from one per
to another@4#. Social experience suggests that the rumor p
cess can eliminate the most impossible and unreliable c
tent and make its story achieve a high degree of veracity@3#.

All this indicates that a rumor often describes an event
public interest. Possessing some uncertainties, this eve
spread randomly in public by social individuals. Rumormo
gers will alter a rumor’s description according to their ow
opinions when transmitting. However, their opinions are c
respondingly affected by public viewpoint. Since exagge
tion is a rumor’s common characteristic, some social mec
nisms can restrict unreliable exaggeration automatically.

A stochastic process is the simplest description of a rum
©2001 The American Physical Society34-1
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process, in which the rumor is only taken as a transmit
thing without any qualitative changes. A rumor’s transm
sion speed is merely figured out by the first-passage tim
the stochastic process.

Actually, rumors vary in many aspects. No matt
whether it is simple complex, a rumor consists of three ba
elements: a transmitted message, rumormongers, and th
cial effect on the rumor process. With an initial understan
ing of transmission characteristics, we will depict the si
plest rumor quantitatively in a case preserving all three ba
elements. The rumor contains a simple proposition, and
rumormongers are so recreant that each of them only dar
change the message slightly. Moreover, what we ma
study is whether or not the proposition can be accepted
society, and how the social guide affects the rumor’s tra
mission. To do so, we have three requirements: quantify
messages, representing the operations which rumormon
use to change the messages, and describing the social e
on rumor transmission clearly.

When quantifying a rumor process, it is necessary
achieve the most abstract and basic representation of a
sage, which can be provided by the mathematical lo
Mathematical logic studies the fundamental constructions
human thought@9,20#, in which the first-order logic is the
most fundamental one and is based on simple quant
propositions@19,20#. Each proposition involves three ele
ments: the individual variable that represents the disquisi
subject, the quantified word or quantifier used to restrict
dividual variables, and the predicate to express the prop
of the subject.

Simply, a story is a complete message expressed b
quantified simple proposition. When the message is trans
ted, its content is revised continuously because each rum
monger adds his or her own interpretation. Correspondin
the proposition used to describe the message changes
tinuously. Thus different propositions come at different m
ments. But these propositions may have the same sub
~individual variable!, only with different predicates and indi
vidual total numbers. Therefore, the distortion of a mess
means a change of the individual number or a change of
predicate. When a rumor is transmitted, neither the in
vidual number nor which predicate is suitable remains unc
tain, which rightly reflects the rumor’s ambiguity.

Now we set up an abstract model to demonstrate a
mor’s transmission process. Supposing there areL different
predicates and the one adopted by the transmitted prop
tion is among them. The individual number of the propo
tion may be zero or any positive integer. Therefore, we w
adopt a group of propositions below, in which each propo
tion has the same individual variable as well as arbitr
individual numbers. For the predicate, it can be any one
theL ’s. Moreover, the proposition expressing a message
vary within the group in this model.

Usually, rumormongers deliver a rumor randomly alo
various channels. On each channel, each rumormonge
ceives a proposition, then changes its predicate or individ
number and passes it on to the next rumormonger. In
model, we assume that recreant rumormongers add only
to the total individual number of the proposition, or redu
04613
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by one according to their own opinions. In order to be mo
convenient, we introduce the conception of the proposit
space.

A rumor’s exaggeration is a series of changes cumula
in the proposition’s transmission along different channe
We can reckon the individual number of this proposition
following the scent of one channel, and then we can de
mine the rumor’s exaggeration ratio accurately. If the init
individual number of the proposition isn and the number
accepted by a certain rumormonger ism, then the rumor’s
exaggeration ratio is defined asm/n. Otherwise, if we track
more channels and select one rumormonger on each cha
the individual number received by these rumormong
amounts tom. After averaging, the exaggeration ration

m̄/n.
Sociology indicates that there exists a kind of soc

guide, which affects the opinion of social individuals on e
ery event of public interest@1–3#. This guide has many
sources, such as the authority controlling information,
cultural tradition, popular viewpoints, people’s believing in
certain event etc. Among all the opinions concerning
event’s property, the social guide leans toward the spe
one. Generally, we describe the social guide theoretically
the following means. Suppose one of theL ’s predicates as
Fl(x). Compared with the rest, if the social guide ‘‘prefers
Fl(x), more rumormongers in society will trend towar
Fl(x) as well.

In counting the numberm, we introduce spin chains to
represent a rumor’s transmission channels. WithN spins,
each spin in the spin chain stands for successive opera
that recreant rumormongers use to change propositions.
spin sum figures out the cumulative changes of a rum
Consequently, this model is designed to study the rand
distribution of rumormongers with different opinions inste
of the stochastic transmitting processes of messages. On
the case of maximum information entropy can the recre
rumormongers’ operations form Potts-like spin chains@21–
24#. The acceptability exponents of a proposition and the
guide exponentg will be defined here, and the spin sum w
give the rumor’s exaggeration ratio.

When L.2, an approximate calculation shows that t
rumor will not be exaggerated ifg/s,(1/2)ln(L21)
1Aln(11L)/4, while it will be aggrandized normally
if (1/2)ln(L21)1Aln(11L)/4,g/s,@ ln(L221)112ln 4#/2.
However, the rumor is exaggerated dramatically ifg/s
.@ ln(L221)112ln 4#/2. This result shows a mutual restric
tion between the social guide and the competition amo
various opinions. The former~social guide! encourages ru-
mor exaggeration while the later~competition! suppresses it.

In accordance with the development of describing mod
quantitatively in sociology, a quantitative model of soc
process may be evaluated by two main criteria: empiri
adequacy and theoretical adequacy. Obviously, this mod
appropriate because all the theoretical results accord with
empirical knowledge about a rumor’s transmission in so
ety.

In total, three main processes are involved in this pap
we first propose algebraic and geometric representation
4-2
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POTTS MODEL FOR EXAGGERATION OF A SIMPLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 046134
simple propositions with universal quantifiers, and define
proposition space simultaneously~Sec. II!. Then we figure
out all the operations by which rumormongers change
transmitted proposition; eventually we set up an abst
model of the rumor process~Sec. III!. In Sec. IV, we repre-
sent a rumor channel with the help of a spin chain, and p
out that only the chain with the maximum information e
tropy is a Potts-like model. The approximate calculation
the spin sum is given in Sec. V. In the Appendixes,
determine laws of addition among spins according to
operations on rumor by rumormongers, and give a deta
calculation of the spin sum.

II. QUANTIFIED SIMPLE PROPOSITION
AND PROPOSITION SPACE

A. Simple propositions and proposition group

Not only providing the most fundamental quantitati
representation for a message@5,6#, mathematical logic has
focused on a description of human thought systems w
various levels of languages, such as the lower or higher
els. Generally, logic laws on a lower level of language
always feasible on a higher level. Therefore, the lowest le
of language is the most fundamental. So as to ensure
universality of this study, a description of a rumor’s tran
mission must be based on the lowest level of langua
namely, first-order logic, in which the simplest message
quantified simple proposition@19,20#.

It is convenient to adopt a simple proposition, quantifi
universally to represent a message when doing the rese
on the rumor’s exaggeration. Each rumor has a certain s
ject, which represents an interesting event, and remains
changeable during the transmission. The subject is re
sented by an individual variable in the quantified propositi
while its property is represented by a predicate. In first-or
logic, each individual variable has a domain with finite ind
viduals, and only the individual variables are quantifi
@19,20#. Supposing the individual variable isx, and its do-
main includesm individuals. If the predicate is represente
asF(x) , then a quantified simple proposition with a unive
sal quantifier (x)m is expressed as follows@19,20#:

~x!mF~x!. ~1!

In the expression above, the bracket~x! represents the uni
versal quantifier ’’for all individuals in the domain,’’ and th
subscriptionm of the bracket means that the domain of t
individual variable containsm individuals.

When transmitted, the message is continuously revis
The revision may be either a change of the individual nu
ber m or the predicate. In a group ofL different predicates,
we denote the predicate set by$L%, and thel th predicate is
expressed asFl(x). So, whenm and l are integers, each
quantified simple proposition with the universal quantifi
(x)m can be expressed as follows@19,20#:

~x!mFl~x!. ~2!

In the exaggeration of a rumor, the individual variable
always invariable during a rumor’s transmission but t
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proposition does change itsm or l. We can take the proposi
tions to form a group, assumingm50,1, . . . ,̀ and L
51,2, . . . ,L; then we study all the possible variations
propositions occurring within the group.

We will take a penguin as an example, concerning
group of propositions as follows:

all penguins are killed;

all penguins are captured; ~3!

all penguins are released.

Each proposition in the group has the same individual v
able x, which here is the penguin, and its domain hasm
individuals ~penguins!. The predicate set is$3% with three
different predicates:F1(x) is ‘‘are killed,’’ F2(x) is ‘‘are
captured,’’ andF3(x) is ‘‘are released.’’ Correspondingly
there is a rumor that the transmitted proposition varies in
group. At a certain moment when transmitted, the propo
tion may be (x)3F3(x) ~‘‘All three penguins are released’’!
while it may turn into (x)7F1(x) ~‘‘All 7 penguins are
killed’’ ! at the other moment or some other things like th
Apparently, the proposition has changedm and l during the
transmission.

Sociological investigation shows that a rumor’s intens
is high when the public is interested in an event with gr
ambiguity @4#. Clearly, in our discussion of the simplest ru
mor, the event of interest to society is a group of propo
tions concerning an individual variablex; the ambiguity usu-
ally corresponds to the arbitrariness when we decidem’s and
l ’s concrete numbers.

B. Geometric representation of proposition group

A proposition defined by formula~2! is represented by
Pm,l in the following, in whichm stands for an individual
number whilel for the predicateFl(x). We can make every
predicateFl(x) correspond to a positive real axis@0,̀ ), so
that every propositionPm,l corresponds to an integerm on
the l th axis. Shown in Fig. 1, there areL positive real axes
for the set$L%, and each integer corresponds to a proposit
in the proposition group.

Linked at their original pointsO, all L axes can form a
proposition space. Shown in Fig. 2, the space is a skele

FIG. 1. L positive axes corresponding toL predicatesFl(x). On
every axisel5P1,l is the unit length that can be used to express
quantified simple proposition asP1,l5(x)1Fl(x). Every integerm
on thel th axis corresponds to the propositionPm,l5(x)mFl(x).
4-3
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with L branches. Each proposition, therefore, can be
pressed asPm,l5mel in space.

C. Exaggeration ratio of the rumor

After being put forward by a rumormonger, a propositi
is usually spread along various channels during the pro
of a rumor’s transmission among rumormongers. Differ
channels mean the different experiences of the rum
proposition. When receiving the rumor at different spo
along different channels, an investigator can obtain differ
exaggeration ratios. It is permitted in theory that we reg
all channels as having the same number of rumormong
and count the exaggeration ratio according to the proposi
that is received by the last rumormonger.

In order to be simpler, we choose one channel at firs
the individual number of the initial proposition isn, and that
of the proposition received by the last rumormonger ism, we
define the exaggeration ratio of the rumor asm/n. As an
example, we use a fictitious rumor about a penguin vary
in group ~3!. The original proposition is ’’two penguins ar
captured,’’ but the proposition received by the last rum
monger changes into ’’eight penguins are released.’’ As
rumors increases from two to eight, this means that the or
nal proposition is aggrandized fourfold. Generally speaki
a proposition is put forward by a certain rumormonger i
tially, and later spread in a network with many different r
mor receivers. What we study is the proposition received
the last rumormonger in each channel. If we average
individual number of all propositions received by these
mormongers, we define the exaggeration ratio asm̄/n. To be
simpler, the individual number of the last proposition w
obtain is just the rumor’s exaggeration ratio if we suppo
the individual number of the initial proposition to be one.

III. OPERATION OF RUMORMONGERS
ON A PROPOSITION

In our model, each rumormonger has his own opinion
assert as a specific predicateFl(x) when a message is tran
mitted through various channels. This changes the prop

FIG. 2. The proposition space constructed byL axes. It is a
skeleton withL branches. In our discussion, only integers on ea
branch in space correspond to propositions which represe
message.
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tion received according to his opinion, and passes it on to
rumormonger. Based on the assumption of a recreant rum
monger, propositionPm,k can be changedPm11,k if k5 l ,
which means that the proposition and the rumormonger h
the same predicate. Otherwise, it will be changed intoPm21,k
when mÞ0 or P1,l when m50 if we suppose thatkÞ l .
Having asserted the predicateF2(x) ~‘‘are captured’’!, a ru-
mormonger will send propositionPm11,2 ~‘‘all m11 pen-
guins are captured’’! to the next rumormonger if he receive
propositionPm,2 ~‘‘all m penguins are captured’’!, while he
will sendPm21,1 ~‘‘all m21 penguins are killed’’! or Pm21,3
~‘‘all m21 penguins are released’’! to the next rumormon-
ger if he receivesPm,1 ~‘‘all m penguins are killed’’! or Pm,3
~‘‘all m penguins are released’’!, respectively.

Now we turn to consider the channel withN11 rumor-
mongers. The operation, by which a recreant rumormon
changes the proposition at thenth site, will be expressed a
On,l (n50,1, . . . ,N) if he asserts the predicateFl(x). Its
mathematical expression is

On,l Pm,k5H Pm11,k , l 5k

Pm21,k , lÞk, mÞ0

P1,l , lÞk, m50

. ~4!

If the proposition received by the rumormonger at the end
this channel isPm,l , we can averagem for all possible chan-
nels. Moreover, we must know the distribution of rumo
mongers along each channel before obtainingm̄ ~the average
m).

IV. POTTS MODEL FOR RUMOR

A. Rumor expressed by a spin chain

The mathematical representation of the operations
which rumormongers change propositions was given in S
III. In this section, we will point out a rumor’ transmissio
channel with the help of a spin chain, and determine
changes of the propositions cumulated in transmission by
addition of spins.

We come to the case ofL52, which has the correspond
ing predicate set$2%. With only two different predicates
F1(x) and F2(x), set $2% has two branches of propositio
space corresponding to these predicates respectively.
proposition space becomes a real axis if we assumee151
and e2521. Let us look at the rumor transmitted along
certain channel. The initial rumormongerO0,l proposes an
original propositionP1,1 ~or P1,2), then the successive ru
mormongerOn,l changes the proposition and sends it to t
next rumormonger according to formula~4!. This formula
shows that the operation of a rumormonger is to add 1 toi or
subtract 1 from it in the propositionPi , j .

A spin chain can express the operations of rumormong
step by step. For a chain withN11 spins Sn (n
50,1, . . .N), the subscriptionn of Sn denotes thenth site of
the spin chain. Each rumormongerOn,l corresponds to one
spin Sn , and takes the valueel ( l 51, and 2) due to the
predicate claimed.

h
a
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POTTS MODEL FOR EXAGGERATION OF A SIMPLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 046134
Operation~4! should correspond to the addition of spin
as shown in the following. Suppose that the original prop
sition sent out by the initial rumormongerO0,l is P1,1; this
can be described asS05e151 in the spin chain. If the sec
ond rumormonger isO1,l , and the rumor described asS1
5el , according tol 51 or l 52, the proposition sent out b
the second rumormonger should beP2,1 or P0,1 after opera-
tion ~4!. Therefore, the number of proposition individuals~2
or 0! sent out is given by the addition of spinsS01S1 as
follows:

S01S15e11el5H 11152 for l 51

11~21!50 for l 52 .
~5!

By induction, the proposition received by the (n11)th ru-
mormonger isPi , j with i 5u(q50

n Squ, while that one received
by the last rumormonger isPm,k with m5u(q50

N Squ. In these
expressions, the sign of the absolute value shows that
individual number of a proposition is a natural number.

The system is a Potts-like spin chain model, with eve
spin Sn havingL components whenL.2 @7#. If the propo-
sition received by the (n11)th rumormongerOn,l is Pi ,k
5 iek , shown as in Eq.~4!, the proposition sent out by him i
Pi 11,k or Pi 21,k . Correspondingly, the addition of spin
should be defined as

iek1el5H ~ i 11!ek for l 5k

~ i 21!ek for lÞk
for iÞ0 ~6!

and

01el5el for i 50. ~7!

Since all details of the operations of spins are given
Appendix A, only some results are induced directly. We c
also define the absolute value ofmek asumeku5m, and sup-
pose the addition of a polynomial to be carried out succ
sively. So, it is quite easy to understand the rationality of
addition. Similar to the case ofL52, the propositionPm,k
received by the last rumormonger is expressedm
5u(n50

N Snu.

B. Statistical models without social guide

The view popularized in sociology asserts that collect
behavior originates from the motivation and interaction
individuals@1#. Collective behavior is a kind of whole socia
behavior, and its corresponding microscopic behavior in
ciety is the motivation and interaction of individuals. As w
already described above, social behaviors and physical
tems have much in common. For example, collective beh
ior is similar to the macroscopic property in a physical s
tem, and the motivation and interaction of individuals a
similar to the movement and interaction of physical su
systems~particles!.

For the process of a rumor’s transmission described b
spin chain in Sec. III, the group of rumormongers rep
sented by a spin chain is a macroscopic system, and
rumormongerOn,l , represented by a spinSn , is a sub-
04613
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system. In a physical system, macroscopic behaviors are
termined by the behaviors of subsystems. Obviously, bein
kind of macroscopic behavior of the rumor process, the
aggeration ratio of a rumor is determined by the microsco
behaviors of all subsystems~the spins!.

On the other hand, the macroscopic behavior of a phys
system restricts the microscopic behaviors of all its s
systems as well as determining the probability of mic
scopic configurations@22–24#. Similarly, there are some
macroscopic variables that determine the statistical pro
ties of a rumor’s channels. One basic property of a rumo
that most improbable and unreliable accounts of a rumor
eliminated during transmission. This means that we sho
consider the acceptability of a proposition to a group of
mormongers, and introduce an acceptability exponent to
scribe the probability of spin configurations. At the sam
time, another factor affecting the configuration probability
the social guide, which induces more rumormongers to
lieve a certain assertion. The guide exponent will also
introduced.

An original rumor is always spread along all possib
channels among rumormongers. The propositionsPm,k re-
ceived by the last rumormongers in different channels w
have different values ofm and k. Obviously, m and k are
determined by the opinions of all rumormongers. Therefo
it is only possible for us to predict average values ofm andk.

In a spin chain, each spinSq is the discrete variable an
takes a value in the set (e1 ,e2 , . . . ,eL). The set ofSq on a
chain forms a stochastic series (S0 , . . . ,Sq , . . . ,SN). De-
noting the probability of the series (S0 , . . . ,Sq , . . . ,SN)
with the value (el , . . . ,) asp(S0 , . . . ,Sq , . . . ,SN), we can
write the information entropy of the series as

S52(
$Sq%

p~S0 , . . . ,Sq , . . . ,SN!ln p~S0 , . . . ,Sq , . . . ,SN!,

~8!

where the subscript$Sq% is the sum over all configurations o
the series. The normalization condition of the probability

(
$Sq%

p~S0 , . . . ,Sq , . . . ,SN!51. ~9!

In this section, we study a rumor without a social guid
Thus there is no dominant opinion concerning the even
public interest. All opinions asserting different predicat
will appear with the same probability. According to this a
sumption, all components of spins at the chain will also a
pear with the same probability. Thus the probability of t
sum(q50

N Sq5mek has nothing to do with the subscriptionk,
and the average value ofm is only limited by the social
acceptability of the rumor, namely,

(
$Sq%

mp~S0 , . . . ,Sq , . . . ,SN!5m̄. ~10!

We consider the most random case, in which the inform
tion entropy@Eq. ~8!# takes an extreme value with a givenm̄,
4-5
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and the normalization condition@Eq. ~9!#. Introducing the
Lagrangian multipliers 1/s andl, we obtain the expressio
of the probability as follows:

p~S0 , . . . ,Sq , . . . ,SN!5Q~s!21e2m/s. ~11!

This result has a discrepancy ofO(1/N) according to the
standard statistical method in physics@22–24#. In Eq. ~11!,
we haveQ(s)5($Sq%e

2m/s. This model is a Potts-like chain
of spins withL components@21#. Inserting Eq.~11! into Eq.
~10!, we obtain the following equation; as

m̄5m̄~s!. ~12!

This equation determines the multipliers by a given m̄.
Conversely, the multipliers also determines the averag
value m̄. The average valuem̄ determines the exaggeratio
ratio of the rumor, and manifests the social effect on
rumor process. For a fixedm, Eq. ~11! shows that, the large
s is, the larger the probability of a configuration. This mea
that society may accept a larger exaggeration ratio of
rumor if s is larger. Therefore, we can call the multipliers
the acceptability exponent of the rumor according to o
definition.

C. Statistical models with the social guide

In our model, a social guide ‘‘prefers’’ some predica
Fl(x) in the group$L%. With the effect of this guide, more
rumormongers will assert the same predicate as the gui
opinion. If the social guide prefers thenth predicate, the
probability of the spin sum(q50

N Sq5men will be larger than
that of the other sum(q50

N Sq5mek (kÞn). This case can be
expressed as follows:

p~Pm,n!/p~Pm,k!5exp@~g11!m/s#, g.21. ~13!

In this equation, the factor exp@(g11)m/s# shows the ratios
of the probability with and without social guides. The larg
the factor, the larger the probability of the rumormonge
asserting thenth predicate. Thereby, the factorg11 can be
considered the guide exponent.

In the case of a social guide, the probability of the ser
(S0 , . . . ,Sq , . . . ,SN) is

p~S0 , . . . ,Sq , . . . ,SN!

5Q~m!21 expH 2F12dS (
q50

N

Sq ,nD ~g11!Gm/sJ .

~14!

Moreover, we have also defined

dS (
q50

N

Sq ,nD 5H 1 for k5n

0 for kÞn, (
q50

N

Sq5mek . ~15!

Naturally, the model of a rumor with a social guide shou
turn into one without a social guide if the guide disappea
04613
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V. RESULTS OF THE APPROXIMATE CALCULATION

WhenL.2 , the probability sum can be represented a
proximately as~Appendix B!

Qm5
~L221!N/2~L21!~L22!

L

3H L1 (
m51

N

@~L21!e2am1ebm#

3 (
l 5m

N A 2

p l
expF2

m2

2l
2

l

2
lnS L11

4 D G J , ~16!

in which

a5~1/2!ln~L21!11/s, b5g/s2~1/2!ln~L21!.
~17!

The averagem̄ is determined by the following factor in
formula ~16!:

expFbm2
m2

2l
2

l

2
lnS L11

4 D G . ~18!

Its exponent can be written as

Fb2AlnS L11

4 D Gm2F m

A2l
2A l

2
lnS L11

4 D G 2

, ~19!

or

Fb22 lnS L11

4 D G~ l /2!2~m2bl !2/2l . ~20!

Apparently, there are two special valuesb1 and b2, which
are shown, respectively, as

b15AlnS L11

4 D ~21!

and

b25F11 lnS L11

4 D GY2. ~22!

There exist three cases.
Whenb,b1, only the lowestl andm provide the effec-

tive contribution toQm . So we can obtain

(
$Sq%

mp~m!'1. ~23!

This result means that the rumor has not been aggrandiz
g/s,(1/2)ln(L21)1Aln(11L)/4.

When b.b, the maximum term inQm is that l 5m5N.
So we can obtain

(
$Sq%

mp~m!'N. ~24!
4-6
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This result means that the rumor is aggrandized dramatic
if g/s.$11 ln@(L221)/4#%/2.

Whenb1,b,b2, we can obtain

1,(
$Sq%

mp~m!,N. ~25!

This result means that the rumor is aggrandized normall
$11 ln@(L221)/4#%/2.g/s.(1/2)ln(L21)1Aln(11L)/4.

From the discussion above, we find that the exaggera
is greater if the rumor has a larger social guide and a lo
ambiguity.

VI. SUMMARY

We consider a rumor’s transmission quantitatively. W
propose algebraic and geometrical representations of sim
propositions with a universal quantifier, and define t
proposition space simultaneously. Then we figure out all
erations by which rumormongers change the transmi
proposition; eventually we set up an abstract model of rum
process. We introduce the acceptability exponents of a
proposition and the guide exponentg to describe the effec
on the rumor process by society. We represent a rumor c
nel with the help of a spin chain, and point out that only t
chain with maximum information entropy is a Potts-lik
model. The spin sum will give the rumor’s exaggeration
tio. The approximate calculation of the spin sum is give
The result shows the different exaggerations as follows.
rumor will not be exaggerated ifg/s,(1/2)ln(L21)
1Aln(11L)/4, while it will be aggrandized dramatically i
g/s.$11 ln@(L221)/4#%/2. However, the rumor is exagge
ated normally if $11 ln@(L221)/4#%/2.g/s.(1/2)ln(L21)
1Aln(11L)/4. All the results accord with our empirica
knowledge about a rumor’s transmission in society.
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APPENDIX A: ADDITION OF SPINS

According to the laws of operations which change prop
sitions by rumormongers@Eq. ~4!#, the addition ofSn is de-
fined as follows:

iek1el5H ~ i 11!ek for l 5k

~ i 21!ek for lÞk
for iÞ0, ~A1!

01el5el for i 50. ~A2!

The addition of a polynomial is supposed to be carried
successively.

In the example whenL53, the addition ofel has neither
an associative law nor a commutative law;e1 , e2, ande3 are
involved in it. One polynomial ise11 e21 e3, and the ad-
dition should be carried out successively as follows:
04613
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e11e21e35~e11e2!1e3501e35e3 . ~A3!

If we combinee2 ande3 at first, the addition will become

e11~e21e3!5e1105e1 . ~A4!

Equations~A3! and~A4! show that the addition defined her
does not satisfy the associative law. Another polynomia
e11e31e2, in which the order ofe2 ande3 is commutated
compared with the former one. We can obtain

e11e31e25~e11e3!1e2501e25e2 . ~A5!

This equation shows that addition also does not satisfy
commutative law. So the calculation of spin sum will b
especially difficult due to the property described abo
WhenL.3, we’ll arrive at the same conclusion.

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF EQ. „16…

What we are interested in is the case ofL.2. Its prob-
ability sum is

Qm5(
$Sq%

p~S1 , . . . ,Sq , . . . ,SN!

5Am@~L21!e2m/s1egm/s#, ~B1!

where Am is a configuration number corresponding to t
spin sumu(q51

N Squ5m. The coefficientL21 of the factor
e2m/s is introduced because ofL21 predicates in the predi
cate set$L%, which are different from the predicates assert
by the social guide.

The calculations of the spin sum(q51
N Sq and the configu-

ration numberAm are the key to giveQm . The addition of
spins@Eq. ~A1!# can be rewritten as follows:

(
q51

n11

Sq5ker1Sn115H ~k11!er , Sn115er

~k21!er , Sn11Þer .
~B2!

The spin sumker is still proposition Pk,r , which corre-
sponds to the pointker on the axisFr(x) in the proposition
space. The above law means that the addition of spins
responds to the movement of the point expressing the pro
sition from ker to (k11)er or (k21)er . Therefore, the ad-
dition of N spins corresponds to theN-step walk of a point
representing a proposition in proposition space. The confi
ration numberAm is just the number of different paths of th
N-step walk.

The proposition space is a skeleton withL branches
~axes!. EachN-step walk in the space proceeds as follows:
point representing a proposition is initially at a positioner ,
which means that the proposition has only one individu
The point jumps forward or backward one unit each st
After some instances of random backward and forward st
from original pointO along the branches, it arrives at a p
sition mer . Let the numberAm be the total path number o
an N-step walk from the original pointO to the pointmer ,
(r 51,2, . . . ,L) on the axisFr(x). The numberAm can be
counted as follows. TheN-step walk is divided into two sec
4-7
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tions. One of them is a 2n-step transition fromO point to O
point with a number of different pathsA2n . Another is the
last l-step walk on two axesFr(x) andFn(x) with the num-
ber of different pathsAl . Therefore, we have

Am5 (
n50

[(N2m)/2]

A2nAl , ~B3!

where l 5N22n, and @(N2m)/2# is the maximum integer
less than or equal to (N2m)/2. The numbersA2n andAl will
be calculated below.

In the set$L%, only one predicate is the same as that of
propositionmer , but L21 predicates are different. Thus,
we use the walk to describe the addition of spins, the pr
ability is 1/L for the translationker→(k11)er , but is (L
21)/L for the translationker→(k21)er .

Each 2n-step walk can be divided again intot smaller
sectionst51, . . . ,n. Each smaller section is a translation o
one axis in the proposition space. It starts from theO point,
arrives at some point on the axis different from theO point,
and then returns to the pointO again. Thus there are thre
factors for determiningA2n . One factor is the number o
different methods cutting 2n steps intot smaller sections
containing even steps, and thisCn

t 5n!/ t!(n2t)!.
The translation of the firstt21 smaller sections can be o

all L axes, which gives the factorsLt21. If the last l-step
walk is on the axesFr(x) andFn(x), the tth section can be
on all L22 axes except the axesFr(x) and Fn(x). Here
Fn(x) may possibly belong to theL21 axis, but notFr(x).

The calculation of the number of different paths of ea
smaller section on a certain axis is very complicated. H
we will apply an approximation in which only one of th
different paths is taken into account.

Half of the 2n steps must point in theO point direction;
the n steps that remain point in the opposite direction. S
factor (L21)n should be involved in the configuration num
ber. Thus we can expressA2n as follows:

A2n5~L21!n(
t51

n

Cn
t Lt21~L21!~L22!

5
~L221!n~L21!~L22!

L
. ~B4!
,
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The last l-step transition is just one-dimensional rando
walk, so

Al5
l !

S l 2m

2 D ! S l 1m

2 D !

~L21!( l 2m)/2, ~B5!

where the factor (L21)( l 2m)/2 means that there are (l
2m)/2 in l steps pointing in theO point direction. Using
Sterling’s formula under the assumption of smallerm, we
can rewrite the above formula as

Al5A 2

p l
e2m2/2l~L21!( l 2m)/22l , for lÞ0 and mÞ0,

~B6!

Al51 for l 50 and m50. ~B7!

Inserting the formulas~B4! and ~B6! into formula ~B1!, we
obtain the probability sum

Qm5~L221!N/2~L21!~L22!

3H 11

(
m51

N

@~L21!e2am1ebm#

L

3 (
n50

(N2m)/2 A 2

p~N22n!

3e2[m2/2(N22n)] 2[(N22n)/2]ln[ ~L11!/4]J , ~B8!

where a51/s1(1/2)ln(L21) and b5g/s2(1/2)ln(L21).
The above formula can be rewritten as

Qm5~L221!N/2~L21!~L22!

3H 11
1

L (
m51

N

@~L21!e2am1ebm#

3 (
n5m

N A 2

p l
e2(m2/2l )2( l /2)ln[(L11)/4]J . ~B9!
D.
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